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1) Make smaller assignment districts for elementary and middle school students (5 - 9 

zones). 

 

2) Consider allowing students to apply for and cross over to other zone if they live on 

borders of new zones and if they live less than 1 mile (elementary students) or 1.5 miles 

(middle school students) from desired schools in other zones. 

 

3( With smaller zones and shorter bus routes, change start times so that latest schools 

start no later than 9:00.  Emphasize that existing 3 zones with necessary 9:25 start times 

are not ideal for teaching and learning. 

 

4) Offer bussing to parochial and charter schools but only within zones.  This means that 

there will be no BPS citywide schools. 

 

5) Don't always give charter schools first choice for start times.  District schools are at 

disadvantage and take larger share of 9:25 starts.  (This will require action by state 

legislators.) 

 

6) Offer all programmatic options for ELL and special education students within smaller 

assignment zones.  This includes inclusive options, substantially separate classes, and SEI 

classes.  (Deaf students are the only students for whom clustering city-wide might be 

chosen.)  (More SEI classes might need to be mixed-language groups.) 

 

7) Do not phase in transition to new assignment zones over long period of time because 

this would be too costly.  Allow parents of students who currently enrolled in schools that 

will become outside of their new assignment zones to continue at existing schools but 

without BPS bussing.  Parents with higher incomes may benefit more from this option.  

Option 8 will offset this somewhat providing more benefits to families with lower 

incomes.  However, a long, phased-in switch from current assignment plan to new 

assignment plan that provides bussing is too expensive. 

 

8) Take % of transportation savings and give funds back to schools for extended day 

services.  Do this on a per capita basis counting students who qualify for free and reduced 

lunches.  This way, the schools serving more poor students will get more resources for 

extended day services. 

 

9)  Ensure that there is sufficient capacity for early childhood through grade 8 in all new 

assignment zones.  Wherever this is not possible, then students in the zone with 

insufficient seats should have access to next closest assignment zone with free 

transportation provided. 

 

 


